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KES LITERARY REVIEW
Miss Phillips is currently
Miss Speck The Giver is a morally driven and
fascinating story centred on
reading... I'm learning a lot from this recommends... Jonas who lives in a society free
non-fiction book by Emma
Dabiri. Part-memoir, parthistory, this book delves
into Emma's early life as
Irish-Nigerian living in
Ireland in the 80s and 90s.
Evaluating hair, status,
colour, laws, prejudice,
persecution and much
more. Emma has a really
engaging way of writing,
weaving complex topics
with her own experiences.
Recommend for Upper
School and Above.

of crime and sadness. At the age
of 12, children are assigned their
jobs, which they will do for the
rest of their lives. Everything is
chosen for you, to protect you. I
love Lowry’s clever metaphorical
writing. Even though it’s
supposed to be more of a
children's book, the storyline is
complex enough to
hold the attention of older
readers. And the ending is
completely ambiguous.
A must read for everyone from
First Year onwards.

Student's View
Mad about MANGA
Manga is a Japanese style of
comic/graphic novel, that has a
particular style of drawings paired
with text which tell the story. Manga
is read from back to front, which
makes it unique, and true to its
culture.

"I have recently been trying out some
different types of manga. I am currently
reading the "Zoids Chaotic Century" manga,
which is an action and adventure series of
graphic novels. I think that many people
will enjoy this book as it is not
completely male centred - it places a
female in the lead for some time! This
series follows the story of a boy named
Van as he gains himself a zoid. Life is
hard at first, but he soon learns that
life is not just about zoids, and that he
must also put his life before others'. I
highly recommend this series."
Aryan, First Year

Alice Oseman is an
unconventional author, her
greatest success being the
Heartstopper Graphic Novels,
originally created as a
WebComic in 2016. Alice not
only writes, but illustrates the
content herself! In 2018, the
Graphic Novels began physical
publishing, and we have all
three in the Library.

Author
Corner

Alice Oseman

Alice Oseman is an English author of young
adult fiction. She secured her first publishing
deal at 17, and had her first novel, Solitaire,
published in 2014. Alice has written many
novels focusing on contemporary teenage life
in the UK - writing about mental health, social
media, family, friendship and relationships.

The Heartstopper series is
now being produced as a
Netflix TV show!

Mr Tofts - Religious Studies and Philosophy

You could be forgiven for thinking that the events in Hopkirk’s book
are fiction were they not accompanied by maps, photographs and
an attention to detail that is not infrequently mind curdling. The
book opens with the savage execution of two British officers at
Bokhara in 1884. Both were operatives in the drawn-out battle for
supremacy in central Asia between Britain and Russia. It tells of the
bravery of men like Dr Brydon, the only individual of 16,000m to
survive the British retreat from Kabul and who eventually rode into
Jalalabad to then watch his pony die from exhaustion. To be drawn
into episode after episode of similar acts of heroism by those on
both sides of the Great Game is both sobering and uplifting in a
time when we might feel overwhelmed by the monotony and
frustrations of a pandemic. Peter Hopkirk writes like an angel, with
an urgent and exhilarating lesson telling of human bravery and
national ambition. The wildest of imaginations could not invent such
a captivating story.

Want to get in on
the conversation?
Join our Book Chat!

Wednesdays 1:30pm on Zoom
ID 93154716989 Password v4TmXx
All students are welcome, to review current reads,
authors and your favourite books!

